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Featuring spreads each with raised shaped objects that fit into scooped cutouts on their opposite

page, these two new TouchThinkLearn books offer the youngest learners an irresistible opportunity

to explore their universe in a hands-on, multisensory way. Seeing the image, tracing its shape,

saying its name: these modes of perception combine in a dynamic way to stimulate understanding

of essential concepts. Discoverâ€”and experience a train by tracing the raised railcar on one side

and feeling the excavated shape of the track on the other! Clusters of related words on each spread

offer parents and children a springboard for further conversations to encourage the language skills

so crucial to later successful learning. In a format unlike any other, these groundbreaking books

translate abstract thought into tangible knowledge.
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My one year old is obsessed with the think touch learn series. These are some of the only books he

goes to on his own. The illustrations are bright, simple and colorful. We own them all, these new

additions are no exception and they include more text as talking points for the illustrations.

I bought this book for my 9-month old son, and he immediately loved it. The colors, the cut outs, and

textures keep him interested in each page even at 10-months now. He has a lot of books to choose

from, but always goes for this one. We read/talk through each page/act out the vehicles before

every nap. He laughs on the last page when I put my hand in the air and say "Blast offfffff!!!!" with

the little rocketship. This book is a treasure, we will be getting more TouchThinkLearn books, they're

very durable, engaging, and worth the investment.

These are excellent books, especially for children who don't like to sit still, or who are very tactile

and hands-on. The pages and 3-D images are extremely durable, so my very rough little boy can't

damage the books.

Purchased as gift, Am sure child will love it, I did!

AWESOME book!

One of the books that's very well-made and would be loved by any toddler. Especially boys! The

embossed vehicles are very catchy and my little one loves to touch and feel them.

My daughter LOVES these books. They are raised and so she can feel them. They are very well

constructed and simply beautiful with a clean design. Easy to flip pages too. Highly recommended

for babies/toddlers and for gifts!

I found this book by chance, and I love love love how it's made, I love the design and the words it

contains. It's smart and pretty and totally keeps my toddler interested :)
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